
SWOT ANALYSIS FOR ANZ BANK

Below is the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities & Threats (SWOT) Analysis of ANZ Bank. The brandguide table
above concludes the ANZ Bank SWOT analysis along with its marketing and brand parameters. The BrandGuide
section covers SWOT Analysis, USP, STP & Competition of more than.

Trade barriers have been reduced on the import of goods. Competition and qualified employees have been
leaving the organisation in recent years, which could mean a shortage of good talent for the company in the
upcoming years. Boston: Irwin McGraw-Hill. Successful track record of developing new products â€” product
innovation. A comparative example could be - GE healthcare research helped it in developing better Oil
drilling machines. The writer is asked to prepare a case study within the word limit of words. While the case
study on the cash flow statement will discuss the various activities of the bank that has led to cash inflow and
outflow. Key services offered by the bank include traditional banking solutions, risk management strategies,
estate planning, credit solutions, succession planning, wealth growth and preservation. Operations can be
automated to reduce costs. Such complexities cannot be dealt with university students alone. New
environment regulations under Paris agreement could be a threat to certain existing product categories. Long
Range Planning, 15 2 ,  Liability laws in different countries are different and ANZ may be exposed to various
liability claims given change in policies in those markets. The company has low levels of current assets
compared to current liabilities, and this can create liquidity problems for it in operations. It has a strong
financial position with positive profits reported in the past few years. These costs have also increased as other
industries that provide inputs for this company also have suffered from increasing fuel prices, thereby
charging more. This means that if ANZ is able to hire skilled labor, it would have to spend less on training and
development, therefore, saving costs. Transport Industry: the transport industry has been flourishing in the
past few years, and shows growth potential in the future. ANZ can use social media to promote its products,
interact with customers and collect feedback from them. Market Research: ANZ has not conducted market
research within the market that is serves since the past 2 years. European journal of operational research, 3 , 
Growth in environmentally friendly products and services. More substitute products are now available.
Integration: ANZ's current structure and culture have resulted in the failure of various mergers aimed at
vertical integration. It has come across as a mature firm looking forward to bring out products based on tested
features in the market. Opportunities for ANZ â€” External Strategic Factors Opening up of new markets
because of government agreement â€” the adoption of new technology standard and government free trade
agreement has provided ANZ an opportunity to enter a new emerging market. Further, a conclusion is drawn,
and relevant recommendations are provided after considering the future environment of the business and
relevant facts and figures. This can impact the long term growth of ANZ Investment in Research and
Development is below the fastest growing players in the industry. For example changing environmental
regulations can be both a threat to company it can also be an opportunity in a sense that it will enable the
company to be on a level playing field or at advantage to competitors if it able to develop the products faster
than the competitors. High Day Sales Inventory: The time it takes for products to be purchased and sold are
higher than the industry average, meaning that ANZ builds up on inventory adding unnecessary costs to the
business.


